1) She first appeared in a September 1997 advertisement in which she passed over the love of her life for the advertised item. Her ads were pulled off the air in 2000 due to the negative stereotypes they presented of the Latin American community. In those ads, her lip movements were computer generated, and she was voiced by Carlos Alazraqui. She also appeared in Legally Blonde 2: Red, White, and Blonde as Bruiser's mother. This advertising icon is, for ten points, what dog used in Taco Bell commercials?
ANSWER: Gidget Chipperton (Accept: The Taco Bell chihuahua)

2) After this 2007 episode aired in Ireland, the song Don't Stop Believing shot up the charts to #1. The episode begins as the protagonist wakes up hiding in a safe house. That protagonist and his friend Paulie ask the Lupertazzi family about the location of Phil Leotardo. Later in this episode, Phil is killed at a Raceway gas station by Walden Belfiore. This episode ends with Tony meeting up with his family in a restaurant, and shortly after Meadow walks in, the screen abruptly cuts to black.* Sharing its name with a phrase often found on manufactured goods, this is for ten points what series finale of The Sopranos?
ANSWER: Made in America (Accept: The Sopranos series finale and equivalents before asterisk)

3) This character's right hand is magnetic, and he believes that all Northerners are edible. He has appeared in Heaven and Hell, Thriller, and Duel. The black version of him died driving off of the flight deck of the HMS Invincible. He has American, African, Communist, and lorry driving cousins. Some say that he appears on high value stamps in Sweden and that he's illegal in 17 US states. Appearing on Top Gear, this is for ten points what tame racing driver?
ANSWER: The Stig

4) Blogger Josh Wolk refers to this man's left eyebrow as "Browsie" because of his habit of arching it. During an interview, this New Zealand native mentioned that the dumbest thing he ever did was to swim across the Bosporus. This is not surprising considering he's a risk-taker, habits that come in handy for contestants on the show that this man hosts, where he can be seen at the pit stops and finish line. For ten points, who is this host of the Emmy-winning series The Amazing Race?
ANSWER: Phil Keoghan ["Coh-gun"]

5) One of this character's few soft spots is for Lucy Knight, who was killed by a schizophrenic patient. He is a bigoted chief of staff who is hated by his coworkers. In one episode, his arm gets chopped off by the tail rotor blades of a helicopter and is reattached, and in a later episode he is killed in a helicopter crash. Played by Paul McCrane, this is for ten points, what character on ER?
ANSWER: Dr. Robert Romano
6) Brian Fantana uses this cologne by Odeon which is illegal in nine countries, but gets shot down by a co-worker who says that it smells like "a used diaper filled with Indian food". The titular character claims that this cologne smells like pure gasoline, while other characters liken it to "a turd wrapped in burnt hair" and "the inside of a fake leg". Appearing Anchorman: The Legend of Ron Burgundy, this is for ten points what fictional cologne that contains real bits of its namesake feline?

ANSWER: Sex Panther

7) This man's TV career started while he was in high school, on the show Reach for the Top. Although he worked briefly for the CBC, he eventually returned to hosting, on such shows as Jackpot, The Wizard of Odds, Double Dares, and To Tell the Truth. According to one episode of Family Guy, getting him to say his name backwards banishes him back to the 5th dimension, and in 2007 one contest on the show he hosts tricked him into doing it. This is for ten points what man who in 1984 replaced Art Fleming as host of Jeopardy?

ANSWER: Alex Trebek

8) The opening song to this series is Jet Set and the closing song is Gathering Crowds, both composed by Mike Vickers. This series originated in 1977 but took a one-year hiatus in 1999, when it transferred from syndication to FOX. Hosts of this series have included Warner Fusselle, Buzz Brainard, and Mel Allen, whose death in 1996 prompted the show to be hosted by Ozzie Smith. In its current form, the series profiles a different current MLB player every week. For ten points, name this baseball TV series that was considered by many to be a precursor to Sportscenter.

ANSWER: This Week In Baseball

9) This TV network was launched on WKAQ-TV, and some of its first original content was created by radio host Diplo. Starting in 1988, this network expanded its operations to the mainland US. Founded by Angel Ramos, shows currently airing on this network include Victorinos and Perro Amor. Purchased by NBC Universal in 2002, this is for ten points what second-largest Spanish-language television network in the US, the main competitor to Univision?

ANSWER: Telemundo

10) Janet Tyler, the protagonist of this episode, was played by Maxine Stuart and Donna Douglas. The episode begins with Janet in a hospital, asking the nurse about the weather. Janet's head is wrapped in bandages, while her "ugliness" is discussed by hospital staff, whose faces are not shown. This episode climaxes when the bandages are unwrapped to reveal a beautiful woman, to the disgust of the horribly disfigured medical staff. Rod Serling explains the truth about beauty in, for ten points, what episode of The Twilight Zone?

ANSWER: The Eye of the Beholder

11) David Simon wrote the book on which this TV series is based. Minor characters on this show include colonel George Barnfather, doctor Julianna Cox, and detective Laura Ballar. However, this TV show is best known for its locale and the Emmy-winning acting performance
of detective Frank Pembleton. Melissa Leo, Andre Braugher, and Richard Belzer starred in, for ten points, what 1990s show about a police unit in Baltimore?
ANSWER: **Homicide:** Life on the Street

12) **His first television role came in 2002 when he played a young Simon Tam in an episode of Firefly.** Two years later he portrayed one of the Thomas twins in the Lifetime original movie Miracle Run, a role which got him a Young-Artist Award nomination. He appeared in the 2005 music video to "Sick Inside" by Hope Partlow. In August 2007 he appeared on the cover of Rolling Stone and was Link Larkin in the film version of Hairspray released that year. This is, for ten points, what actor best known for playing Troy Bolton in the High School Musical films?
ANSWER: Zac **Efron**

13) **Fur on the Asphalt** was a reunion episode of this show, which featured minor characters like Junction Jack, Count Freddie Blah, and Rochester Rabbit. These three characters star on Sweetknuckle Junction, a show-within-a-show. Starring Eugene Levy, Seth Green, and Sarah Silverman, this was for ten points what short-lived 2002 Fox TV show about foul-mouthed puppets?
ANSWER: **Greg the Bunny**

14) **Every New Year's Eve, a part of the show was dropped in favor of a segment where a sign of the show's title was replaced with a new sign.** This show was announced by Johnny Olson and included guest appearances by Brett Somers, Betty White, Charles Nelson Reill, and others. Two contestants attempt to match the answers of fill-in-the-blank questions to those of six guest stars in, for ten points, this game show that was hosted by Gene Rayburn?
ANSWER: **Match Game** (Accept **Match Game 73** or **Match Game 74** or **Match Game 75** or **Match Game 76** or **Match Game 77**; Do not accept Match Game PM)

15) This reality show contestant recently retired from his teaching job, and published a book, *Making Waves*, that makes no mention of his television appearances. He established a reputation for himself as a strong competitor after winning five straight immunity challenges. But he lost the final immunity challenge, sparking a fire-building tiebreaker in which he beat Matty Whitmore. Best known for making two very realistic fake immunity idols, this is for ten points what winner of *Survivor: Gabon*?
ANSWER: **Bob Crowley** (Accept either)

16) With 100 episodes, this was the longest running show in the history of the Disney Channel. One storyline on the show included the protagonist designing bowling shirts for her favorite designer Donna Cabonna after crashing her Egyptian-themed party. In another episode, she was forced to spend a weekend in an unfurnished cabin with her friend Chelsea and Chelsea's mother. Usually, she is seen having visions of the future and annoying her little brother Corey. This is for ten points what show named for its starring actress?
ANSWER: **That's So Raven**
17) The working title for this series was *Fathom*, and this show's main actress quit *Boston Legal* to star in this series. In one storyline on this show, Marine biologist Laura Daughtery discovers a government secret. Meanwhile, Miles discovers an egg on a nearby beach in North Carolina. Eventually, their lives cross when the creature in the egg grows up and creates a tsunami that engulfs the entire east coast. This occurs in the finale of, for ten points, what 2005 TV series starring Lake Bell?
ANSWER: *Surface*

18) Harry Shearer is the current promo announcer for this network that owns the statues of many famous television stars, including a statue of Elvis in Honolulu and one of Henry Winkler in Milwaukee. This network began broadcasting in April 1996 as a spinoff of Nickelodeon's primetime schedule. This network's original programming includes *I Pity the Fool* and a continuation of the WB series *High School Reunion*. This is, for ten points, what network which that repeats of older shows such as *Home Improvement* and *The Brady Bunch*?
ANSWER: *TV Land*

19) This actress has won an Academy Award, a Golden Globe, a Daytime Emmy, and eight Primetime Emmy awards, more than any other female performer. Her first non-cameo role came in 1955 in the film noir classic *Kiss Me Deadly*. She is better known for her roles in several Mel Brooks films, including Madame Defarge in *History of the World: Part I* and Nurse Diesel in *High Anxiety*. However, the role for which she is most famous came on television as the oft-annoying neighbor Phyllis Lindstrom on *The Mary Tyler Moore Show* and its spin-off *Phyllis*. For ten points, name this actress who has been more recently noted for appearing as Lois' mother on *Malcolm in the Middle* and being the oldest-ever competitor on *Dancing with the Stars*.
ANSWER: Cloris Leachman

20) This character's sister, who was later dropped from the show, had the memorable first name Nebula and middle name Stop-the-War. In season one, she is portrayed as a vegetarian who sits with the weird kids. Her original love interest is thought to be the protagonist's older brother Eric, but eventually she falls for the protagonist. The main character's first kiss was shared with her in the episode "Cory's Alternative Friends". She gets into Yale, but decides to go to Pennbrook College with her boyfriend Cory, proposing to him at graduation. For ten points, name this character that eventually marries Cory in the final season of *Boy Meets World*.
ANSWER: Topanga Lawrence

21) The name's the same. The character on *The Andy Griffith Show*, whose pistol often goes off accidentally, who was played by Don Knotts. Another character by this name was a 70s NYPD detective played by Hal Linden, while the *How I Met Your Mother* character by this name is played by Neil Patrick Harris. *The Simpsons* and *The Flintstones* also feature characters with what name, which for ten points also names a children's show character, a big purple dinosaur.
ANSWER: Barney
22) **In one of this character's appearances in 2008, he was seen talking to Hillary Clinton and she agreed to have sex with him after losing one of the primaries. In another, he took his daughter to the prom because she is so ugly and hairy that she could not get a date. His real first name is Mofaz and his middle names include Manson, Bin Laden, and Hussein. His catchphrases include "Uhh, how you say?" and "hella, hella". In all appearances of this character, he is seen with a mustache and smoking a cigarette, venting his problems to the passenger in his truck. This is, for ten points, what foreign truck-driving character played by Michael McDonald on *MADtv*?**

**ANSWER:** The **Depressed Persian Tow Truck Man** (accept Mofaz until mentioned)

23) **Both the first and last scenes of this TV series end with the protagonist lying on the ground bleeding, once from being hit by a taxi and the other from being hit in the face with a shovel. Other storylines on this show include trying to stop a plastic eating bacterium, finding a baby carrying a highly infectious version of Ebola, and Bob Melnikov's attempts to regain his eyesight after an explosion. Centering on David Sandstrom, the chief scientist at NorBAC, this is for ten points what show starring Peter Outerbridge?**

**ANSWER:** *ReGenesis*
Delaware Winter Invitational, 2010
Television packet by Sam Neilsen and Mike Marra-Powers
Bonuses

1) Apparently bad things happen to people who do well on reality TV shows. Answer some questions about this phenomenon for ten points each
[10] This winner of the first season of Survivor spent 3 years in prison for tax evasion.
ANSWER: Richard Hatch (Accept either)
[10] This family was voted to appear on Wife Swap for the special 100th episode, due to the father's strange belief that humans are descended from aliens. This family's popularity did not help them in November 2009 when the father and mother pleaded guilty to charges stemming from a hoax involving their son Falcon and a saucer-shaped helium balloon.
ANSWER: The Heene Family
[10] This Fox reality show centered on a murder mystery in Eastport, Maine. There will never be a second season of this show because the first season winner, New York firefighter Angel Juarbe, died in the September 11 attacks seven days after the finale aired.
ANSWER: Murder in Small Town X

2) For ten points each, answer some questions about a television show that isn't very nice to its fans.
[10] This show's fourth season included an episode, The Monster At The End Of This Book, that mocks Sam girls, Dean girls, and people who write Wincest.
ANSWER: Supernatural
[10] This prophet wrote the Supernatural series of books which will become the new New Testament of the Bible.
ANSWER: Chuck Shurley (also accept Carver Edlund)
[10] This character is the webmistress of morethanbrothers.net and writes Sam and Dean slash fiction under the name samlicker81.
ANSWER: Becky Rosen

3) The history channel has shows about things other than Nazis, ghosts, and aliens. Name some of them for ten points each
[10] Loosely based on Alan Weisman's book The World Without Us, this show predicts what would happen if people ceased to exist.
ANSWER: Life After People
[10] This show depicts the lives of people who drive over frozen lakes to deliver supplies.
ANSWER: Ice Road Truckers
[10] What would happen if a giant short-faced bear fought an American lion? This series attempts to find out.
ANSWER: Jurassic Fight Club

4) Not everything good in life is free. Name these premium movie channels for ten points each.
[10] This set of networks is named for its founder, despite it looking like a synonym for celebrities with a cool letter added to the end.
ANSWER: Starz
[10] Starz Entertainment also owns this set of networks which has been known to play movies over and over again and displays the message "See it again..." after a movie is over.
ANSWER: Encore

[10] VerizonFiOS is the only cable system to carry this this newly-formed Paramount-based network, which was the first premium channel to show Iron Man, Indiana Jones and the Kingdom of the Crystal Skull, and Cloverfield when the channel debuted in August 2009.
ANSWER: Epix

5) Is there no originality left on TV? For ten points each, answer some questions about television shows that sound eerily like something we've heard before.
[10] This CBS drama sounds an awful lot like a dramatic version of Psych, something that Shawn Spencer himself has remarked upon.
ANSWER: The Mentalist

[10] On this reality show, two families, usually polar opposites, exchange wives or husbands for a week, but it's not Wife Swap, it's this FOX copycat subtitled Meet Your New Mommy.
ANSWER: Trading Spouses

[10] A man becomes blacklisted from his profession but continues to practice his skills at a city on the beach while having to deal with his annoying brother on this USA show. No, it's not Burn Notice, it's the show about Hank Lawson, a former ER doctor who becomes a concierge doctor in the Hamptons.
ANSWER: Royal Pains

6) Are they our friends or plotting to kill us in our sleep? No one knows for sure, but either way answer some questions about cats for ten points each.
[10] He isn't actually a cat, only sentenced to be one as punishment for trying to take over the world. He also helps Harvey Kinkle cheat at poker.
ANSWER: Salem Saberhagen

[10] She is X the Owl's neighbor in the Neighborhood of Make-Believe and could only say "meow", "beautiful", "telephone", and "Mr. Rodgers" when she was first introduced.
ANSWER: Henrietta Pussycat (accept either)

[10] This name was held by the cat owned by the Brady girls in the first episode of The Brady Bunch as well as Angelica's cat on Rugrats and All Grown Up.
ANSWER: Fluffy

7) Not all cop dramas are the same. For ten points each, answer some questions about ones that deviate from the formula.
[10] This NBC cop drama follows the zen Detective Charlie Crews as he attempts to find out who framed him for murders that sent him to prison for 12 years.
ANSWER: Life

[10] This BBC drama sent a modern day detective back into the 1970's, unsure of if he was insane, in a coma, or dead. ABC tried to remake it for American audiences in 2008 but failed and it was canceled after just one season.
ANSWER: Life on Mars

[10] This UPN and CW series is set in Neptune, California and is about the daughter of a detective who solves mysteries.
ANSWER: Veronica Mars

8) Name some of these TV actresses that may or may not have something in common for ten points each.
[10] This actress was married to Brad Pitt from 2000 to 2005, but she is arguably more famous for starring as Rachel in *Friends*.
ANSWER: Jennifer Aniston
[10] This actress appeared as Jade in *Mr. and Mrs. Smith* with Brad Pitt, but she is arguably more famous for starring as Dr. Allison Cameron in *House*.
ANSWER: Jennifer Morrison
[10] In 2007, this actress and singer won the Golden Globe for best supporting actress while Brad Pitt had to live with his nomination for best supporting actor, but she was arguably more famous in 2004 with her 7th place finish on *American Idol*.
ANSWER: Jennifer Hudson

9) America loves its little people and has the television shows to prove it. For ten points each, answer some questions about reality television starring people with dwarfism.
[10] This show features Steve Hatch and his wife Katie Masterson trying to make a living selling hand made confections in Salt Lake City.
ANSWER: The Little Chocolatiers
[10] This show follows businessman Bill Klein and neonatologist Jennifer Arnold living in Houston, Texas. They were introduced in a one hour January 2009 special subtitled *Just Married*.
ANSWER: The Little Couple
[10] This network broadcasts both shows in addition to *Little People, Big World, Miami Ink*, and *Cake Boss*.
ANSWER: The Learning Channel

10) Some TV shows are such rating downers that they cannot make it past 10 episodes. Name some examples of these shows for ten points each.
[10] In 2008, Scifi aired six episodes of this game show hosted by Steve Valentine that involved contestants grabbing as much money as possible in rooms of a creepy mansion.
ANSWER: Estate of Panic
[10] This show on which *Naked Gun* is based lasted only six episodes, but Leslie Nielsen was still nominated for a Best Actor-Comedy Emmy in 1982.
ANSWER: Police Squad!
[10] Stemming from the *Matrix* phenomenon of 1999, this show's plot involved the protagonist Lt. Hobbes testing out the new army virtual reality training machine code, but it only lasted nine episodes.
ANSWER: Harsh Realm

11) Television sure loves talking about itself. Answer some questions about television shows within television shows for ten points each.
[10] This Palin look-alike created the show *30 Rock*, a behind the scenes look at a Saturday Night Live-like comedy sketch show.
ANSWER: Tina Fey
[10] Aaron Sorkin created this half-hour comedy-drama about a news show focusing on athletics. It starred Sabrina Lloyd as associate producer Natalie Hurley and Peter Krause as anchor Casey McCall.
ANSWER: Sports Night
[10] This character is an investigative journalist and anchor for FYI, a fictional CBS newsmagazine. In a 1992 speech Dan Quayle criticized this character's decision to raise her child on her own.
ANSWER: Murphy Brown (Accept either)

12) Do you ever wonder if they've run out of American actors and actresses? For ten points each, answer some questions about people pretending to be Americans on American television.
[10] Not only is the main character of this show, an FBI agent named Mark Benford, played by a Brit, but so is his wife. However, Dominic Monaghan and Jack Davenport get to keep their accents for this ABC Sci-Fi drama.
ANSWER: FlashForward
[10] Anna Friel adopted an American accent to play this dead girl in love with Ned on Pushing Daisies.
ANSWER: Charlotte 'Chuck' Charles (accept any)
[10] This Australian portrayed FBI agent Samantha Spade for seven seasons on Without a Trace alongside Anthony LaPaglia.
ANSWER: Poppy Montgomery (Accept: Donahue)

13) Name some characters from The Office. Five points for first names, and an additional five points for the characters' last names.
[5,5] Archenemy of Michael Scott, this character works in human resources, moves to Costa Rica, and infuriates Michael by moving back and returning to his post.
ANSWER: Toby Flenderson
[5,5] This "beautiful, sassy black man" works in sales and often disappoints Michael because he fits very few racial stereotypes, such as being good at basketball.
ANSWER: Stanley Hudson
[5,5] Know to Michael as "Mistah Rogers" this man is head of the warehouse at the Scranton Branch.
ANSWER: Daryl Philbin

14) 2010's been a wonderful new year, but some shows didn't quite make it into the new decade. For ten points each answer some questions about shows airing their last episode in December 2009.
[10] This cable show ended on the 4th after eight seasons, with the main character finally learning who murdered his wife, Trudy.
ANSWER: Monk
[10] Viewers must not have liked Zach Morris with long hair. This legal drama was axed after two seasons, with TNT airing its last three episodes on Christmas Eve.
ANSWER: Raising The Bar
[10] This critically panned Comedy Central show lasted only seven episodes, leaving José
Jalapeño on a Stick and Walter to find other work.
ANSWER: The **Jeff Dunham Show**

15) It's time for some before and after, TV style. For ten points each, name these made-up TV shows that combine elements of two different shows.
[10] Audience laughter ensued when in one famous episode, protagonist Archie Bunker received a kiss from his neighbor Steve Urkel when it was supposed to just be a photograph.
ANSWER: **All in the Family Matters**
[10] A ten year old named TJ who has an IQ of 180 and loves making his high school classmates look bad also doubles as a secret agent working for CONTROL.
ANSWER: **Get Smart Guy**
[10] Fred MacMurray plays a single father who must take care of his sons, who go against their dad and join an outlaw motorcycle club ruled by another family.
ANSWER: **My Three Sons of Anarchy**

16) Name some things about **Law & Order** for ten points each
[10] The 2010-2011 season will see **Law & Order** begin its 21st season, surpassing what western as the longest running prime-time drama in U.S. history?
ANSWER: **Gunsmoke**
[10] For its first decade, Steven Hill played District Attorney Adam Schiff. Schiff is based on what real-life New York City district attorney, who retired in 2009 after 34 years on the job?
ANSWER: Robert **Morgenthau**
[10] **Law & Order** has had several spin-offs in addition to **Special Victims Unit** and **Criminal Intent**. Name any of them.
ANSWER: Law & Order: **Trial by Jury** or Law & Order: **UK** or **Crime & Punishment** or Law & Order: **Los Angeles**

17) For ten points each, name these **Whose Line Is It Anyway?** stars not named Ryan, Colin, or Wayne.
[10] This improv comedian who appeared on the most episodes as the fourth comedian is probably most famous for wearing glasses.
ANSWER: Greg **Proops**
[10] This comedian appeared on 2 episodes as the fourth person, but he is probably most famous for getting his own show on Comedy Central after being a correspondent on **The Daily Show**.
ANSWER: Stephen **Colbert**
[10] This is the pianist that appeared on almost every episode of **Whose Line** and is probably most famous for playing the "Hoedown".
ANSWER: Laura **Hall**

18) For some strange reason, GSN premiered a reality show in January starring the host of the new version of **The Newlywed Game**. For ten points each:
[10] Name this game show host that is best known for being a singer and having weight issues.
ANSWER: Carnie **Wilson**
[10] Name the new reality show that discusses her recent struggle to lose weight while attempting to live her stress-filled life.
ANSWER: Carnie Wilson: **Unstapled**
[10] Carnie Wilson is the daughter of Brian Wilson, who is the frontman of this '60s rock band.
ANSWER: **The Beach Boys**

19) You know that new sound you're looking for? Well listen to these questions about the most parodied scene in *Back to the Future* for ten points each.
[10] At the end of *Back to the Future*, when Marty McFly plays *Johnny B. Goode*, the band's injured guitarist Marvin calls this cousin, the rock and roll pioneer whose songs include *Maybellene* and *Rock and Roll Music*.
ANSWER: Chuck **Berry** (Also accept "Chuck, it's Marvin - your cousin Marvin **Berry**.")
[10] Family Guy has parodied the scene multiple times, most notably in when Peter's cousin makes the blacksplotation film *Black to the Future*. This time, Marvin calls this performer of *The Theme from Shaft*.
ANSWER: Isaac **Hayes** (Also accept "Isaac, it's Marvin - your cousin Marvin **Hayes**.")
[10] The Simpsons managed to reference the scene without any time travel. In a flashback showing what Homer and Marge were doing in the early 90s, Homer starts a grunge rock band. At one of their performances, Marvin calls his cousin, this lead singer of Nirvana.
ANSWER: Kurt **Cobain** (Also accept "Kurt, it's Marvin - your cousin Marvin **Cobain**.")

20) Name some examples of mad scientists that are characters on TV for ten points each.
[10] This mad scientist had been locked up in a mental institute after an accident in his lab on the show *Fringe*.
ANSWER: Dr. **Walter Bishop**
[10] This dwarf character and villain scientist from the '60s series *Wild Wild West* created gadgets that were far ahead of his time.
ANSWER: Dr. Miguelito **Loveless**
[10] This mad scientist was assisted by Beaker, causing unintended harm to him in both *The Muppet Show* and *Muppet Babies*.
ANSWER: Dr. Bunsen **Honeydew**

21) Some TV shows break into music to make the situation more interesting. Name some examples of this for ten points each.
[10] In the *Scrubs* episode "My Musical," the hospital and its medical staff were introduced to the patient through this musical number.
ANSWER: **Welcome to Sacred Heart**
[10] This musical episode of *Buffy the Vampire Slayer* that involved the characters revealing secrets through song was rated the #14 best TV episode of all time by TV Guide.
ANSWER: **Once More, with Feeling**
[10] *Glee*’s mid-season break ended appropriately with a kiss between Will and Emma with the glee club singing this 2009 Kelly Clarkson song in the background.
ANSWER: **My Life Would Suck Without You**

22) Name these *Heroes* characters from their powers for ten points each.
[10] Can teleport through space and time
ANSWER: **Hiro** Nakamura
Can control electronics
ANSWER: Micah Sanders

[10] Muscle mimicry
ANSWER: Monica Dawson

23) The titular character is the head of research and development for an technology evil company. For ten points each

[10] What is this ABC sitcom starring Jay Harrington?
ANSWER: Better Off Ted

[10] What evil company does Ted work for?
ANSWER: Veridian Dynamics

[10] One of Ted's co-workers is Lem Hewitt, a Dave Chappelle-look alike played by what actor?
ANSWER: Malcolm Barrett